
 

EUROPALMS Kentia  palm tree deluxe, artificial plant, 300cm
Kentia palm with fashionably processed trunk made of plastic

Art. No.: 82511370
GTIN: 4026397687866

List price: 474.81 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397687866

Weight: 11,80 kg

Length: 1.78 m

Width: 0.62 m

Heigth: 0.30 m

Bulky product

Description:

Get a piece of vacation feeling in your premises with the artificial Kentia palm deluxe.

With a total height of about 300 cm, it can't be overlooked and is perfect as the centerpiece of
the palm tree decoration in your hotel, spa landscape or conservatory. To achieve the most
lifelike appearance possible, real palm fiber material has been incorporated between the
individual sections of the elaborately crafted artificial trunk. The bendable palm fronds are
equipped with leaves made of textile fiber material.

The artificial plant is delivered in two parts: the trunk and the palm crown, which is pre-
assembled on a shaft, only need to be put together and the fronds bent into shape.

Features:

- Artificial trunk wrapped with natural material
- Parts bendable
- The article is delivered dismantled
- Suitable for protected outdoor areas
- With 8 lifelike fronds
- High quality

Technical specifications:

Trunk: 1 x Artificial trunk wrapped with natural material

Setup: Parts bendable
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Standing/fixation: Gardening pot

Material: Plastic hard

Color: Dark brown

Foliage: 8  fronts

 Material: textile

Decor style: Tropics

Season: Summer

Dimensions: Height: 3 m

Planter  

Dimensions: Diameter: Ø 19 cm
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